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                      Your Child Can Really Learn a New Language.
The Best Time To Start is Now.
Perfect for Babies, Toddlers, and Pre-K.  
Subscription includes unlimited access to educational video library in 12 languages and more.
START YOUR FREE TRIAL 


                    

                  
                
              
            
          
        
      


      
      
      

      
        
        
         


  LEARNING AT HOME? LET LITTLE PIM BE THEIR guide.




























  




  Little Pim is the leading language teaching method designed just for children. The short 5-minute videos hold their focus so they can begin their language learning journey on their own.  
Child-friendly themes of colors, shapes, counting, and foods make it relatable. Hearing and repeat the 360 foundational words and phrases with Little Pim (who’s voiced by native speakers in each of the 12 languages) helps them recall, reproduce, and apply the new sounds. We even have companion guides and scripts if you want some extra help as you watch the videos. And kids love the playful panda, so their first association with language learning is fun.  It’s ad free quality screen time you can feel good about.  






























  
    GIVE LITTLE PIM A TRY 
  







  Only 9.99/month or 69.99/annual afterwards. Unlimited subscription includes all 12 languages. Cancel anytime. 

































  LEARNING AT HOME? little pim can help them on their language learning journey. 
Together with Little Pim, your child can learn 360 words and phrases, providing the essential building blocks for language learning. Available on multiple devices. Instant access to the complete library of our educational language learning video’s in 12 languages. 
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  it’s proven That the best time to learn a language is under the age of 6.
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  Learning a new language is fun & Easy with Little Pim
Our Entertainment Immersion Method® engages a child’s natural love of play and learning through repetition. The more they watch, the more they learn. Simple sentences are broken down into easy-to-understand parts and are reinforced through repetition by native speakers.
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   Your Child's First introduction to a new language
Your child will love following along with Little Pim, the adorable cartoon panda bear who serves as the “teacher.” Together with Little Pim, your child can learn 360 words and phrases, providing the essential building blocks for language learning.
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  Unlimited access to all 12 languages and more!
Choose any language or multiple languages to teach your little ones! With the unlimited subscription, you'll receive access to ALL videos, plus any new videos & content added. You will also get access to our Parent/Teacher Guide with helpful tips, weekly lessons, and activities.



































  The Most Comprehensive Foreign Language Program for Kids



























 



INCLUDES 12 LANGUAGES
	
Your unlimited subscription includes: Spanish, French, English/ESL, Mandarin Chinese, Italian, German, Japanese, Arabic, Hebrew, Russian, Korean, and Portuguese
         


LESSONS & ACTIVITIES

You'll receive printable lessons, fun activities for kids and more directly to your email to help reinforce the vocabulary your child learned from watching Little Pim episodes.




PARENT/TEACHER GUIDE & SCRIPTS

  Our companion guides and scripts make it easy for parents and teachers to follow along with no prior language knowledge needed. The parent guide includes information and teaching tips so you can become your child’s first language tutor.



WATCH AT HOME OR ON-THE-GO

Keep kids entertained anytime, anywhere while inspiring in them a lifelong love of language learning. The videos are 100% ad-free and available to watch on any device!



 









  The Benefits of Raising Bilingual or Multilingual Children




























EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGE

Bilingual kids demonstrate superior reading, writing, social, and cognitive skills.




CULTURAL ADVANTAGE

Learning a language develops a natural curiosity about world cultures.




IMPROVES EMOTIONAL HEALTH

Early multilingual exposure benefits emotional health and social development.





IMPROVES SOCIAL SKILLS
New studies which indicate that multilingual exposure improves children's social skills.




CREATIVE ADVANTAGE

Bilingual kids score higher in creative thinking and problem solving in many studies.




INCREASED LISTENING SKILLS

As children tune their hearing to learn new sounds and words, their listening skills develop.






























  
    “Little Pim is an amazing program and video series! Best I’ve seen! It has plenty of quality material and keeps my 2, 3, 5 year olds all entertained and focused for the whole duration! Even my 3 year old is repeating the words and learning the meanings! I love it!!!”
  

  — Z.M.






  
    Read More Reviews
  







  Winner of over 25 Awards 
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  YOU’re one click away from your CHILD learning a new LANGUAGE. 






























  
    get started for free
  




Unlimited access to the complete library in 12 languages + offline activities and printables. 
 $9.99/mo or $69.99/year (42% Savings. Great Value).
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    About | Languages | Companion Guides | FAQ | Contact Us 
Privacy Policy | Terms | Log In
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